ABSTRACT:

Instantaneous driving decisions are made by drivers to respond to changes in the surrounding environment. Specifically, drivers can either maintain speed, accelerate, or brake. They can also maintain acceleration or deceleration, or jerk the vehicle, i.e., change the marginal rate of acceleration or deceleration. These instantaneous decisions and their combinations can result in volatility, potentially degrading safety while using more energy and environmental resources. This study develops a fundamental understanding of instantaneous decisions by introducing a new idea, the driving volatility index, to measure the variance between individual drivers and typical profiles of drivers in a region. The index can identify and quantify “aggressive” driving. Empirical analysis is based on a large-scale 2011 regional travel behavior survey, containing 51,371 trips and their associated second-by-second (total 36 million seconds) speeds from Atlanta, GA. The study presents volatility in instantaneous driving decisions at various speeds and explores correlates of volatility. Initial results using analysis of variance indicate that instantaneous driving decisions vary substantially by gender, age, and trip attributes (trip purposes and trip lengths). The implications of findings will be discussed in terms of providing instantaneous feedback to drivers about their driving volatility.
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